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Learning Outcomes
After this course, participants will be able to:
1.  apply knowledge about 3 non-driving features that can be 

controlled through the driving method.
2.  apply knowledge about 3 devices that can be controlled 

through power wheelchair Bluetooth using the driving method.
3.  apply knowledge about clinical indicators for interfacing external 

AT devices through the driving method.
4.  apply knowledge about SMART wheelchair technologies.
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What we will be covering:
§ Non-driving power wheelchair functions
§ Bluetooth
§  Infrared
§  Interfacing
§ SMART technologies
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Non-Driving Power 
Wheelchair Functions
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#
#
#
Power Wheelchairs – the main goal
§ Power wheelchairs are designed to provide an 

alternative means of moving throughout the 
environment for people who are unable to 
ambulate or self-propel any manual wheelchair
§  Ambulation: 

§  The client may not be able to ambulate at all, is inefficient, or 
is unsafe (i.e. fall risk).

§  Self-propulsion
§  The client may not be able to functionally self-propel.

Quantum Rehab Edge 3 
Stretto
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Power Wheelchairs – what else do 
they do?
§  In addition to Driving (varies by PWC electronics system):

§  Power seating
§  Bluetooth (BT) Mouse emulation or switch output
§  Interfacing to external AT devices
§  Infrared transmission
§  Charging port for USB devices
§  Some information provision

§  Battery status, speed, miles traveled, clock, diagnostics
§  Monitoring: i.e. daily drive time/distance, how many hours PWC on, 

power seating activity
§  Notifications: reminders

Permobil R-Net 
BT control of 
Smartphone
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Features Vary by Electronics Package
§  In the USA, we have 4 main PWC 

Electronics packages:
§  R-Net

§  Permobil
§  Quickie PWCs (under Sunrise Medical)

§  Q-Logic
§  Quantum Rehab PWCs (under Pride Mobility)

§  MK6i and LiNX
§  Invacare PWCs

§  Each electronics package has unique 
programming features

Invacare LiNX
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Accessing functions through the driving method
§  If the driver is needing to control multiple functions, 

doing so through the driving method streamlines 
access
§  Eliminates need for separate controls for each function

§ An example:
§  Alex drives his PWC using a Head Array
§  He also needs to control Reverse, Speeds, Power Tilt, and 

his Communication Device
§  He can do all of this through the Head Array and a Mode 

switch
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Mode/Reset
§  When a PWC is first turned on, it is in Driving Mode
§  The Reset or Mode switch changes the Mode of 

operation of the PWC
§  The Reset/Mode switch can provide access to:

§  Reverse
§  Speeds
§  Power Seating
§  Mouse emulation (through BT)
§  IR transmission
§  Control of an interfaced AT device AbleNet Jellybean 

switch
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Video
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Standby
§  When Standby is enabled, the PWC enters ‘Standby’ 

after a programmable amount of inactive time
§  Once in Standby, the driver chooses what the PWC 

will do next based on what direction is selected
§  i.e. Forward command returns to driving and Right command 

goes to power seating
§  Why use this?

§  If a Reset/mode switch location cannot be found
§  Drawback

§  The driver may not realize they have entered Standby or have 
to wait for Standby to choose other features
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What 
features can 

be 
controlled?

Reverse (if the driving method does not directly 
support/incorporate Reverse, i.e. a Head Array)

Speeds

Power seating functions

Interfaced AT devices (i.e. communication device)

Bluetooth

Infrared
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Back to our example:
§ Alex drives his PWC using a Head Array
§ He also needs to control Reverse, Speeds, Power Tilt, 

and his Communication Device
§ He can do all of this through the Head Array and a 

Mode switch
§ How?
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Alex
§ When the PWC is powered on, Alex is in 

Driving Mode and can drive the base using 
the Head Array driving method

§ Reverse:
§  Option 1: a quick tap to the rear pad toggles 

Forward and Reverse
§  Option 2: activate Mode switch to toggle Forward 

and Reverse
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Video
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Alex
§  When the PWC is powered on, Alex is in Driving Mode and 

can drive the base using the Head Array driving method
§  Speeds:

§  Using the Mode switch, Alex can change his Driving Profile
§  Each Driving Profile is programmed with specific driving 

parameters, including Speed
§  Depending on the electronics, the Mode switch will move through 

each available Driving Profile or enter Drive Select. Alex would then 
use his Left and Right directional switches to choose a Driving 
Profile.
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Video
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Alex
§ When the PWC is powered on, Alex is in Driving Mode 

and can drive the base using the Head Array driving 
method

§ Power Seating:
§  Using the Mode switch, Alex can navigate from Driving to 

control of Power Seating
§  He would then use his directional switches to control 

movement of the power seating function, such as power tilt. 
This is programmable but would typically be Left and Right 
when using the Head Array. One direction can be used via 
Toggle. 
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Video
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Alex
§ When the PWC is powered on, Alex is in Driving Mode 

and can drive the base using the Head Array driving 
method

§ Communication Device:
§  Using the Mode switch, Alex can navigate from Driving to 

auxiliary control.
§  A directional switch activation is then sent through a cable to 

an interfaced device, such as a communication device. We 
will discuss this in further detail in a bit under Interfacing!
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System Navigation
§ The Good News – the PWC driver can, as able, 

control numerous features
§ The Bad News – the PWC driver must understand 

how to navigate through these options
§  Vision
§  Reading
§  Memory and sequencing
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System Navigation
§  For people with visual limitations, some PWC 

electronics can be programmed to work in ‘sequence’ 
– a predictable sequence of options each time the 
Mode switch is activated

§ Reduces the need to visual regard the display and to 
use a combination of the Mode switch and directional 
switches to navigate options
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Summary
§ This can sound rather overwhelming!
§ As clinicians, we need to be aware of these features 

and ensure recommended equipment has the needed 
features for an individual

§  In general, the supplier and/or manufacturer 
representative sets up these complex configurations
§  Though we may need to help with training the client in using 

these features
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How Do I Learn More?
§ Contact your local complex rehab PWC representative 

and ask for an inservice. 
§ Hop in the PWC and ask the rep to show you how to 

navigate to Reverse, Speeds, Power Seating, and 
Bluetooth features using a Mode switch
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Bluetooth 
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Bluetooth
§ Bluetooth is a common technology in our lives that 

provides a wireless connection
§  Wireless earbud connection to smartphone
§  Wireless speaker connection to smartphone
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PWCs and Bluetooth
§ Complex Rehab PWCs have the ability to “pair” with 

BT devices
§  This ability may be standard or optional (additional cost)

R-net
Quickie Q500 M
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What can be controlled?
§ Computers
§ Tablets
§ Smartphones
§ Many Communication Devices

§  Typically, if tablet or PC based

§ Depends on brand, operating system (OS), and PWC 
electronics
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How are these controlled?

Pair with the 
PWC 

electronics

Control 
through the 

driving method
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How are these controlled?
§ The driver must navigate to the Bluetooth 

menu, sometimes called Mouse Emulation
§ The driving method may emulate a mouse

§  Proportional Driving Methods control the mouse 
proportionally

§  Directionality and speed
§  Non-proportional Driving Methods move the mouse 

in discreet directions at set speed
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Keyboard Emulation
§  Bluetooth allows the PWC Driving Method 

to move through options on a computer or 
other device, but how does the client enter 
keyboard commands?

§  An On-screen keyboard can be used for 
typing

§  If the client is verbal, speech recognition can 
be used

§  If the client uses a communication device, 
this is sometimes a more efficient means of 
creating text
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How are these controlled?
§ Various strategies for mouse clicks

§  See handout
§  Left click, right click, double click, scroll
§  May also use Dwell software
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How are these controlled?
§ The driving method may emulate a switch activation
§ Sometimes, only a single switch signal is required
§ Assistive Switch Control Connections can be used on an iOS device
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Why use these features?
§ Many PWC drivers will have difficulty accessing certain 

devices in another manner
§ Streamlines access to share the driving method for this 

control
§  It is important to ensure that the client’s optimal access 

to control any device is the same as the driving method

Quantum Rehab Q-Logic 
joystick
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Video
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Summary
§ Bluetooth can open up possibilities to control many 

items in the environment for independence, 
participation, work, education, and more!

§ Set-up can be intimidating
§  The supplier is less likely to set these features up
§  The manufacturer representative is often helpful
§  Fortunately, this is similar to technology we all use everyday, 

making set-up easier
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How Do I Learn More?
§ Bluetooth features on PWCs are far easier to learn if you actually try 

them out
§ Contact your local PWC manufacturer representative. Ask for an 

inservice on Bluetooth control through the PWC driving method
§ Hop in and try the features out yourself!
§  If you have time, ask each of the main PWC manufacturers to come 

out as each electronics package works differently. 
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Infrared 
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Infrared
§  Infrared (IR) is what many remote controls use to 

communicate with audio/visual equipment, such 
as your TV

§ Many PWCs are capable of storing, learning and 
transmitting IR signals

§ But this technology is rapidly becoming outdated 
and replaced by Bluetooth and wireless networks
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Infrared
§  IR has several limitations:

§  Line of sight
§  Interference (such as natural light, florescent lighting)
§  Many A/V remotes now use a combination of IR and 

RF signals to control devices
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Infrared
§  IR is being replaced by using Bluetooth to access devices 

through wireless networks
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Summary
§ So, when would it be appropriate to use IR features on 

a PWC?
§  If the IR feature is standard
§  If the client does not have a wireless network
§  If this configuration is easier for the client to understand and 

use
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Interfacing 
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Interfacing – 
what is it?

Interfacing allows an external assistive 
technology device to be controlled through 
the driving method without a BT connection

Provides Switch access only

Streamlines access

This technology is being replaced by BT, 
built-in transmission strategies on some 
driving methods, and other technologies
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Interfacing
§ What can be Interfaced?

§  Speech generating devices (SGDs)
§  External mouse emulators
§  External EADLs

§  Including stand-alone EADLs such as power 
door openers
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Case Study: Sally
§ Age: 8 years
§ Diagnosis: cerebral palsy
§ Driving a power wheelchair using a 

Head Array
§ Accessing her SGD using a left head 

switch
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Case Study: Sally
§ Problem: Sally doesn’t have another means to drive the 

wheelchair efficiently and has been accessing her SGD 
very well with the left head switch

§ Can use a Mode switch by her left hand
§ Solution: Interface! How?
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Case Study: Sally
§   What components will be required?

§  Head Array
§  Mode switch 
§  Interfacing component
§  Interfacing cable (ASL 802-1 L) 

ASL Head Array

AbleNet Specs 
switch

ASL Interfacing 
cable 49



Case Study: Sally
§   Connections

§  Mode switch plugs into display or main electronics
§  Interfacing component plugs into electronics
§  Interfacing cable plugs into a port on Interfacing Component 

(9 pin) and into SGD switch jack

PWC	
electronics	
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Case Study: Sally
§ What programming will be required?

§  Turn on port 1 of Interfacing Component, if required
§  Choose transmission method, if required

§  *Momentary
§  Latched
§  *Communication

§  Allows for diagonal control
§  Speeds up transmission slightly
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How Does It Work?
§ Consumer puts chair in an Auxiliary Mode (using Mode switch or 

Standby) to send a signal through the Interfacing Component
§ Some electronics require the auxiliary port to be activated with a 

programmer
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Advantages of Interfacing
§ Many technologies work together
§ Streamlines access for individuals with limited switch 

sites and control
§ Allows strong switch sites to be used for more than 

one function
§  Interfacing may be less expensive since additional 

access methods are not needed
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Disadvantages of Interfacing
§  If interfacing is too difficult and/or does not work well, 

people will shy away from it. It is challenging to find 
experts in this area.

§ The system is more interdependent 
§ Back-up access methods required outside of power 

wheelchair
§  MWC, bed
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Disadvantages of Interfacing
§  Interfacing adds to the cognitive load 

§  memory and sequencing
§  Interfacing can be difficult visually or for those who do 

not read English
§  display
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Disadvantages of Interfacing
§  Interfacing may add to access requirements

§  if only 1 item is being interfaced, adding a reset switch 
may be no different than adding another control switch 

§  the same switch may be used in a very different 
manner 

§  sustained contact for driving, quick release
§  momentary contact for scanning, quick activation
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Disadvantages of Interfacing
§ Sharing an access method may compromise access 

efficiency
§  Interfaced method may not be optimal access method

§ DeShawn
§  Uses Direct access on SGD
§  Uses Joystick on PWC
§  He could control the SGD through the joystick

§  This would slow him down
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Balance
§ There are many more potential disadvantages!
§ Does that mean we do not Interface? No!
§ But it is important to determine when this is 

appropriate and use this feature correctly
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Feeling Overwhelmed?
§  It sounds worse than it is
§  Interfacing is challenging because the PWC supplier 

and the SGD manufacturer may not be familiar with 
these features

§ Often, the clinician must determine need and set-up 
the interfacing with the help of the supplier and 
manufacturer
§  Seating and mobility specialists in your area may also be able 

to help
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Summary
§  Interfacing is a technology that is not used frequently 

and is being replaced by some newer technologies
§  Bluetooth can allow the driving method to emulate a mouse 

to access some devices
§  Some driving methods include the ability to send a switch 

signal to an external device
§  ASL ATOM line

§ However, this is still very helpful for certain individuals 
and critical to consider during an evaluation
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How Do I Learn More?
§ As with Bluetooth features, the best way to learn this is 

to try it out with a PWC
§ This can be challenging, as your local rep and suppliers 

may not be familiar with how to do this
§ The local Rep can contact technical support within 

their company to help out
§ Your team learns = Your clients benefit!
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SMART 
Wheelchairs 
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Power Wheelchair Limitations
§ Power wheelchairs do have 

limitations:
§  Transportation

§  Heavy, requires accessible 
transportation

§  Accessibility
§  Getting in and out of buildings and 

throughout crowded spaces
§  Efficiency…
§  Safety…
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Power Wheelchair Efficiency
Efficiency
§ Driving a PWC can be inefficient. After 

completing a turn, the casters are skewed, and 
the driver must compensate for this.

§ Tracking Technologies improve efficiency and are 
available on PWCs, but are often optional and 
may not be recommended by the team
§  Drive wheel configuration impact
§  Alternative driving method impact
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Power Wheelchair Safety
Safety
§ Current design of complex rehab PWCs is 

unable to prevent: 
§  collision with obstacles (including people, walls, 

and doorways) 
§  going over a drop off (like a curb) 
§  tipping over if the user has driven to an unsafe 

angle
§ Reliance on the driver to note potential 

hazards and be able to avoid these

MHRA	
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Safety Facts
§  A study of US emergency room visits for children ages 2-10 using 

mobility aids found that 67% of injuries were related to falls from 
wheelchairs

§  Alison M Barnard, Nicolas G Nelson, Huiyun Xiang, and Lara B McKenzie. Pediatric mobility aid–
related injuries treated in us emergency departments from 1991 to 2008. Pediatrics, 125(6):1200–
1207, 2010.

§  87% of wheelchair users report at least one tip or fall during the last 3 
years

§  Wan-Yin Chen, Yuh Jang, Jung-Der Wang, Wen-Ni Huang, Chan-Chia Chang, Hui-Fen Mao, and Yen-
Ho Wang. Wheelchair-related accidents: relationship with wheelchair-using behavior in active 
community wheelchair users. Archives of physical medicine and rehabilitation, 92(6):892–898, 2011.
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Safety Facts
§  Forces of impact from tip and roll accidents result in significant risk for mild to severe 

head injury, depending on chair position and restraint at the time of incident.
§  Brett Erickson, Masih A. Hosseini, Parry Singh Mudhar, Maryam Soleimani, Arina Aboon- abi, Siamak 

Arzanpour, and Carolyn J. Sparrey. The dynamics of electric powered wheelchair sideways tips and falls: 
experimental and computational analysis of impact forces and injury. Journal of NeuroEngineering and 
Rehabilitation, 13(1):20, 2016.

§  Over half of the accidents reported in a 10-year period result from drivers impacting a 
stationary object or encountering environmental hazards like uneven terrain.

§  Anna Carlsson and Jörgen Lundälv. Acute injuries resulting from accidents involving powered mobility 
devices (pmds)—development and outcomes of pmd-related accidents in sweden. Traffic Injury 
Prevention, 20(5):484–491, 2019.
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Smart Wheelchairs: the Need
§  Driving a power wheelchair is harder than it looks!
§  Some of the main reasons that caregivers are 

reluctant to pursue a power wheelchair:
§  Worry that the driver won’t be safe
§  Worry that the driver will hurt someone else
§  Worry that the driver will damage the environment, like those 

walls
§  Smart wheelchairs can provide increased driving 

efficiency and safety, protecting the driver, others 
around them, and the environment. 
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So what would be needed to make a 
Wheelchair Smart?
§  Self-Monitoring Sensors that can provide environmental 

surveillance. 
§  Able to detect obstacles
§  Able to detect steps and curbs
§  Able to detect the slope of an incline or ramp

§  Software to provide Analysis of the sensor data taking into 
account the user’s reaction time.

§  A brain to send a response to the PWC electronics to avoid a 
collision or drop-off or otherwise modify navigation and speed

§  A communication/Reporting system to store and report machine 
data, situational data, and data regarding the health and safety of 
the rider.

§  Technology which is added to or integrated into
 a power wheelchair

Sensors
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What is a Smart Wheelchair?
§ SMART wheelchairs can also provide:

§  Automated driving
§  Communications to external devices 
§  Monitoring of driver health information

LUCI	
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Smart Wheelchairs: a Definition
“A Smart Wheelchair is integrated or retrofitted self-
monitoring technology for a power wheelchair that 
provides enhanced, independent mobility to a wheelchair 
user, is able to collect and report user health and 
wellness data, and provides connectivity to integrate with 
the connected world.” 
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Clinical Applications
§ Accessibility, obstacles, & distractions

§  Accessibility
§  Maneuvering around tight spaces is very difficult
§  Examples: within a van to line up with tie downs, a crowded classroom

§  Obstacles
§  To avoid obstacles, the driver must see them
§  Hard to see areas: behind and low
§  Also need to gauge distance and response time

§  Distractions…squirrel!
§  We all get distracted
§  I tend to trip and walk into things… but consequences are more severe 

in a PWC
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Clinical Applications
§ Motor, visual, and cognitive requirements

§  Motor limitations may limit driving precision and 
reaction time

§  Visual limitations may make driving more difficult, 
specifically lack of acuity and visual spatial concerns 
(i.e. depth perception)

§  Cognitive limitations may lead to a reduced 
understanding of the implications of certain driving 
maneuvers, such as driving off of a curb and a 
collision

§  Many clients have more than one area of involvement
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Clinical Applications
§  People who use alternative driving methods have limited motor 

skills and may also have visual and/or cognitive limitations
§  This impacts driving precision, gauging distances, changes in 

height (i.e. curb vs. sidewalk, ramps), and visual field 
(especially behind the driver and down low)

§  These factors can also impact:
§  Functional mobility
§  Independence
§  confidence 
§  safety!
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Alternative Driving Methods and Smart 
Wheelchairs
§ Smart Wheelchairs can make driving a 

power wheelchair more efficient and 
safer, opening up independent driving 
to more people and improving driving 
for many current drivers 

§ Ensure system is compatible with a full 
range of alternative driving methods
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A Continuum
§ Current SMART technologies include:

§  Sensors that warn of an impending collision
§  Backup cameras to compensate for limited visual field
§  Sensors that are integrated into the PWC electronics to 

prevent collisions, drop-offs, modify speed as needed, yet 
allow independent driving

§  Automated driving
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An Example
§  LUCI
§  Warns of tip danger
§  Prevents drop-offs
§  Prevents collisions
§  Speed modification to keep pace in a crowd
§  Connectivity with the connected world

§  i.e. Alexa
§  Health and Wellness data

§  Heart rate
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Steering and Speed
§ Steering

§  If Sensors detect obstacle or drop-off, the PWC will no longer move in 
that direction, but can move into another direction 

§  Example: moving through a doorway
§ Acceleration / Deceleration

§  If Sensors detect a moving obstacle(s) around the PWC, speed will 
automatically slow to prevent collision and then allow the Driver to 
increase speed as possible

§  Example: moving through a crowd
§  LUCI
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Steering Assistance
§  LUCI 

video
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Speed Assistance
§  LUCI video
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Connectivity to Integrate with the 
Connected World
§ All Complex Rehab power wheelchairs offer Bluetooth 

(BT) which can provide switch access or mouse 
emulation to external devices
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Connectivity to Integrate with the 
Connected World
§ Permobil
§ MyPermobil App

§  Tracks battery status, distance 
traveled, and seating activity

§  Integrated map
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Connectivity to Integrate 
with the Connected World
§ Quickie
§ Switch-It Remote Seating App 

§  On Sedeo PWC
§  Measures and tracks duration of seating 

angles
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Connectivity to Integrate with the 
Connected World
§  LUCI

§  BT, Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE), Wi-Fi, 
Cellular

§  Notifications:
§  Obstacle avoidance occurrences
§  Tip alerts
§  Notifications can be received on Tablet, 

Smartphone, or Intelligent Virtual Assistants 
(i.e. Alexa)

§  Driver location (using GPS)
§  Power Seating reminders
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Health and Wellness Data 
Capabilities
§  LUCI

§  Heart rate tracking and notification of 
elevated heart rate

§  Apple Health and Google Fit compatible 
heart rate monitoring

§  Other features pending 
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Summary:
§  Complex Rehab Power Wheelchairs provide a 

means of mobility and much more
§  However, limitations in efficiency and safety remain
§  SMART Wheelchair technology is addressing 

these issues along a continuum of need and 
offering even more capability including connectivity 
and health and wellness features!

§  This new technology helps drivers to do what they 
do Better and Safer!
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How Do I Learn More?
§ This is a rapidly emerging area
§ Check out LUCI.com for more information and videos
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Conclusion
§ PWC Advanced Features can feel intimidating!
§  It is critical that we keep in mind client need during the 

evaluation so that we keep these features in mind
§ Teamwork and collaboration is often required to ensure 

features are correctly specified, configured, and 
programmed. The client/caregivers also need to be 
trained. 

§ Don’t give up!
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Thank You!
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Questions?#
#

Send me an email!
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Contact Information:

Michelle Lange#
MichelleLange1@outlook.com#
www.atilange.com
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